Background: Genomic prediction is a genomics assisted breeding methodology that can 19 increase genetic gains by accelerating the breeding cycle and potentially improving the 20 accuracy of breeding values. In this study, we used 41,304 informative SNPs genotyped in a 21
949 F 1 hybrids to develop genomic prediction models for eight phenotypic traits -basic 23 density and pulp yield, circumference at breast height and height and tree volume scored at 24 age thee and six years. Based on different genomic prediction methods we assessed the 25 impact of the composition and size of the training/validation sets and the number and 26 genomic location of SNPs on the predictive ability (PA). 27
Results: Heritabilities estimated using the realized genomic relationship matrix (GRM) were 28 considerably higher than estimates based on the expected pedigree, mainly due to 29 inconsistencies in the expected pedigree that were readily corrected by the GRM. Moreover, 30 GRM more precisely capture Mendelian sampling among related individuals, such that the 31 genetic covariance was based on the actual proportion of the genome shared between 32 individuals. PA improved considerably when increasing the size of the training set and by 33 enhancing relatedness to the validation set. Prediction models trained on pure species parents 34 could not predict well in F 1 hybrids, indicating that model training has to be carried out in 35 hybrid populations if one is to predict in hybrid selection candidates. The different genomic 36 prediction methods provided similar results for all traits, therefore GBLUP or rrBLUP 37 represents better compromises between computational time and prediction efficiency. Only 38 slight improvement was observed in PA when more than 5,000 SNPs were used for all traits. 39
Using SNPs in intergenic regions provided slightly better PA than using SNPs sampled 40 exclusively in genic regions. 41
Conclusions: Effects of training set size and composition and number of SNPs used are the 42 most important factors for model prediction rather than prediction method and the genomic 43 location of SNPs. Furthermore, training the prediction model on pure parental species 44 provide limited ability to predict traits in interspecific hybrids. Our results provide additional 45 promising perspectives for the implementation of genomic prediction in Eucalyptus breeding 46 programs. 47 that allow for prediction of phenotypes from genotypes; (2) validation of the predictive 73 models in a 'validation population', i.e. a set of individuals that did not participate in model 74 training; (3) application of the models to predict the genomic estimated breeding values 75 (GEBVs) of unphenotyped individuals which are then selected according to their GEBVs [6] . 76 GS has been successfully implemented in the breeding of livestock [7, 8] and crops [9, 10] 77 and several recent papers suggest that has great potential also in forest trees [11, 12] . 78
The accuracy of genomic prediction models can vary depending on the statistical method 79 employed. Several methods have been developed for GS, including ridge-regression best 80 linear unbiased prediction (rrBLUP), genomic best linear unbiased prediction (GBLUP), 81
BayesA, BayesB, Bayesian LASSO, BayesR and reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) 82 regression [7, 13] . These methods vary in the assumptions of the distribution and variances 83 of marker effects. rrBLUP assumes that marker effects follow a normal distribution where all 84 effects are shrunk to a similar and small size, while Bayesian methods (BayesA, BayesB, 85
Bayesian LASSO and BayesR) assume that genetic variances specific to the marker effects 86 and including a priori data on the probability distributions of marker effects. The GBLUP 87 method computes the additive genetic merits from a genomic relationship matrix and is 88 equivalent to rrBLUP under conditions that are generally met in practice [14] . The RKHS 89 regression model is a linear combination of the basic function provided by the reproducing 90 kernel [15] . Recent studies have indicated that the selection of suitable statistical methods 91 depends on the actual data at hand and the pattern of phenotypic variation in the traits of 92 interest and with reference population used [9, 16] . 93
Besides statistical methods, other factors are known to influence the accuracy of genomic 94 prediction models, such as the size of the training population, number of markers employed, 95 and relatedness between the training and validation population and, by extension, to the 96 future selection candidates. Hayes et al. [17] found that for a given effective population size 97 (N e ), increasing the size of the reference population leads to improved accuracy of GS based 98 predictions. Closer relationship between training population and selection candidates has 99 been reported to lead to a higher accuracy of genomic predictions, while enlarge genetic 100 diversity of the training population resulted in lower accuracy [18] . A number of simulation 101 and empirical studies have shown that increasing the number of markers may improve the 102 predictive accuracy as the N e also increases [9, 19-21]. However, increasing the number of 103 markers in small N e populations has little or no improvement on predictive accuracy [22, 23] . 104
Going one step further from previous studies in forest trees, where individuals of the same 105 breeding generation were allocated to training and validation sets for the evaluation of 106 genomic prediction models, in this study we used both the parental and progeny generations 107 of E. grandis, E. urophylla and their F 1 hybrids to build prediction models using different 108 subsets of parents and progeny for training and validation. A multi-species single-nucleotide 109 polymorphism (SNP) chip containing 60,904 SNPs [24] were used to provide high-density 110 genotyping of the two generations. Based on these data, we developed genomic prediction 111 models for height, circumference at breast height (CBH), volume, wood basic density and 112 pulp yield, using a number of statistical methods and compared their performance to the 113 traditional pedigree-based prediction. Furthermore, we evaluated the impact of varying the 114 number of SNPs and the training set/validation set composition and size on the predictive 115 ability (PA) of genomic prediction. 116
Methods

117
Breeding population 118
The breeding population in this study was established by controlled crossings of 86 E. 119 urophylla and 95 E. grandis trees (G0 population) following a incomplete diallel mating 120 design, resulting in 16,660 progeny individuals (G1 population) comprising 476 full-sib 121 families with 35 individuals per family. In 2009, the progenies were deployed in a field trial 122 in a randomized complete block design with single-tree plots and 35 reps per family in 123 were obtained through GENESEEK (Lincoln, NE, USA). SNP genotypes were called using 154 GenomeStudio (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) following standard genotyping and 155 quality control procedures with no manual editing of clusters as described earlier [24] . 156
Further quality control of the genotyped samples was performed using PLINK [25] . Nine G1 157 individuals were removed due to low sample call rate (<70%) or high inbreeding coefficient 158 (F>1). 10,240 SNPs were excluded due to low call rate (<70%), 9,243 SNPs were filtered out 159 due to monomorphism or minor allele frequency (MAF) < 0.01, and 117 SNPs were removed 160 due strong deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p-value < 1×10 -6 ). 161
After quality control, missing genotypes of the remaining individuals were filled in by 162 imputation. We first tested the accuracy of imputation methods across a range of missing data 163 (2% -30%) by artificial removing SNPs from a fraction of our genotypes. Among the 164 available family-based and population based methods we assessed the following programs for 165 accuracies exceeding 95% in all cases (Additional file 1). We therefore used BEAGLE to 169 impute missing genotypes at the retained 41,304 SNPs across the 168 G0 and 949 G1 170 individuals. The imputed genotypic data was subsequently used in all genomic prediction 171 analyses. LD between SNP pairs was measured using the squared correlation coefficient (r 2 ) 172 for SNPs located on the same chromosome. The decay of LD versus physical distance was 173 then modelled using the nonlinear regression method described in Remington et al. [31] . 174
We further studied the population structure and pairwise genomic relationship among the 175 1117 individuals by performing principal components analysis (PCA) [32] and kinship 176 analysis [33] using 10,213 independent SNPs (LD-pruned) (r 2 < 0.2) calculated in PLINK 177
[25]. Pedigree-based genetic relationship was estimated from ABLUP (see below for further 178 information). 179
Statistical methods for genomic prediction 180
Four statistical methods were assessed to estimate the parameters in equation (1) (1) can be re-written as: 197 GBLUP. The GBLUP method is derived from ABLUP, but differs in that the matrix A in 202 equation (2) is replaced with the genomic relationship matrix (G) that is calculated from the 203 
is the ratio between the residual and marker variances. A prediction for 217 the GEBV for each individual is calculated as 
We implemented the BL method using the BLR package in R RKHS. RKHS assumes that the random additive effects in equation (1) 
where K is computed by means of a Gaussian kernel that is given by
h is a semi-parameter that controls how fast the prior covariance function declines as genetic 233 distance increase and ݀ is the genetic distance between two samples computed as 
was the median of ݀ . The Gibbs chain length was 20,000 240 iterations with the first 2000 iterations discarded as burn-in and a thinning interval set to 100. 241
Heritability estimation 242
We estimated the pedigree-based narrow-sense heritability (݄ ଶ ) using the relationship 243 matrix from the ABLUP method, and the narrow-sense genomic heritability (݄ ଶ ) using the 244 genomic relationship matrix from GBLUP [40] . The respective heritabilities were calculated 245 as: 246 
Size and genetic composition of the training and validation sets 251
We simultaneously assessed the impact of the size and genetic participation of G0 and G1 252 individuals in the training set (TS) and validation set (VS) of the genomic prediction models. 253
Regarding TS/VS sizes, we divided all 1,117 (G0 and G1) individuals into five different size 254 groups with a ratio of TS to VS of 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 and 9:1. The corresponding sizes of the 255 TS/VS were respectively 558/559, 743/374, 836/281, 892/225 and 1003/114. Within these 256 pre-established size compositions, four scenarios of the participation of G0 and G1 257 individuals were evaluated to assess the impact of varying the degrees of relationship and 258 diversity between TS and VS. In the first scenario (CV 1 ) assignment of individuals to either 259 TS or VS was random. For the second scenario (CV 2 ) all G0 parents were assigned to the TS 260 and complemented with G1 individuals up to the required number in the set, while the VS 261 was composed exclusively of G1 individuals. The third and fourth scenarios were built based 262 on minimizing and maximizing relatedness between TS and VS. The relatedness-based 263 assignment of individuals was determined using the procedure described in Spindel et al. [9] . 264 Briefly, 1,117 individuals were assigned to 182 clusters based on genotypes using the k-265 means clustering algorithm, a method that attempts to minimize the distance between 266 individuals in a cluster and the centre of that cluster. Using the relatedness estimates, CV 3 267 was then built by assigning individuals to TS and VS based on dissimilarity, such that 268 individuals from the same cluster were not allowed to be both in the same TS or VS. For CV 4 269 individuals from same cluster were forced to be either in the TS or VS [9] . 270
Genomic prediction models 271
We evaluated the effects of the five statistical methods (GBLUP, rrBLUP, BL, RKHS and 272 The 80 models as described above were used for assessing the impact of TS/VS composition 282 and TS/VS size, while all 100 models were used to evaluate the statistical methods against 283 ABLUP. All available SNPs were used in all the analyses of these models. 284
Numbers and genomic location of SNPs subsets 285
We finally assessed the impact of the number of SNPs and their locations (gene vs. 286 intergenic region) on the PA of genomic prediction models. 12 subsets with different 287 numbers of SNPs were generated by randomly selecting 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1,000, 288 2,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000 and 41,304 SNPs from all the available SNPs. For SNP location, 289 
Results
299
Phenotypic trait correlations 300
Growth (height, volume, and CBH) and wood properties (basic density and pulp yield) 301
were measured for all 168 G0 and 949 G1 individuals. The raw phenotypic data were 302 adjusted using a mixed linear model to minimize the impacts of environment and age 303 differences. The pairwise correlations between the adjusted traits were described by 304 calculating Pearson correlation coefficients (Figure 1 ). Growth traits were correlated with 305 each other. Interestingly, however, while CBH and volume at age three and six years were 306 highly correlated (r = 0.92 and 0.95 respectively), height at age three was only weakly 307 correlated with height at age 6 (r = 0.36). For wood properties traits, basic density was 308 negatively correlated with pulp yield, although weakly (r = -0.28). Growth traits showed no 309 correlations with wood traits (r = -0.1 to 0.1). 310
Breeding population structure and relatedness 311
Population structure across G0 and G1 individuals was assessed by PCA based on 10,213 312 LD-pruned, independent SNPs (r 2 <0.2). The first two PCs explained 6.07% and 3.8% of the 313 total genetic variance (Figure 2a ) and clearly separated the G0 individuals of the two species, 314 E.grandis and E.urophylla, with the E.grandis individuals further subdivided into two 315 subgroups likely representing the two main provenances used in breeding programs in Brazil. 316
The G1 individuals were generally projected into the space defined by their parents, but with 317 a few outliers. The expected pedigree-based and realized genomic-based genomic 318 relationships among G0 and G1 individuals were visualized in heatmaps (blue and red in 319 and .0056 vs. 0, respectively) ( Table 1 ). This result suggests that pedigree errors were likely 325 present in this population. These putative pedigree errors in turn negatively affected the 326 pedigree-based trait heritability, which were considerably lower than those estimated using 327 genomic-based realized genomic relationships (Table 2) . 328 Table 1 . Pairwise expected pedigree-based and realized genomic-based relationships in the 329 different family types. with their standard deviation in parenthesis. 335
Predictive abilities with different statistical methods 337
Estimates of PAs were obtained using different statistical methods, compositions and sizes 338 of TS/VS for each trait (Additional file 2). An ANOVA showed that all these factors had a 339 significant effect on the PA (P-value < 0.005) (Additional file 3). Across the four genomic 340 prediction methods used (GBLUP, rrBLUP, BL, and RKHS) the average PA varied from 341 0.27 to 0.274 (Additional file 4). All the four methods outperformed the pedigree-based 342 ABLUP prediction (mean PA = 0.121) by an average of 80%-200% across the eight traits 343 ( Figure 3 ). RKHS yielded a slightly better PAs for six out of eight traits and this method was 344 particularly suitable for predicting traits that displayed a lower heritability such as CBH and 345 height. The other three methods generally gave similar results across all traits, although with 346 a slightly better performance than RKHS for pulp yield (Figure 3) . 347
Impact of TS/VS compositions and relative sizes on predictive ability 348
The average PAs differed significantly for the different TS/VS composition tested varying 349 from 0.253 to 0.286 (Additional file 5). The genomic prediction model built with CV 2 (all G0 350 parents in the TS) showed the highest PAs for all traits except pulp yield, whereas models 351 based on CV 3 (minimum relatedness between TS and VS) gave the worst predictions. The 352 models based on CV 1 (random assignment) and CV 4 (maximum relatedness between TS and 353 VS) showed no significant differences in PA (Figure 4 , Additional file 5). The average PA 354 was significantly improved from 0.251 to 0.285, as the TS/VS ratio increased from 1:1 355 (558/559) to 9:1 (1003/113) (Additional file 6), irrespective of the prediction method ( Figure  356 3) or the genetic composition of TS/VS used (Figure 4) , clearly showing the importance of an 357 adequate size of the training set used to build prediction models. Furthermore, there was a 358 steeper increase in PA when TS/VS ratio increased from 1:1 (558/559) to 2:1 (743/374) than 359 from 2:1 (743/374) to 9:1 (1003/114) for all traits (Figure 3 and 4) . 360
Impact of the number of SNPs and their genomic location on predictive ability 361
Estimates of PA using different numbers of SNPs (Additional file 7) and sets of SNPs in 362 different genomic locations (Additional file 8) were obtained with two prediction methods for 363 all the different TS/VS compositions. An ANOVA showed that both the number of 364 genotyped SNPs and their genomic location significantly affect the PA for both prediction 365 methods (GBLUP and RKHS) (P-value < 0.005), and that the number of SNPs has a larger 366 impact than their genomic location (Additional file 9). The average PAs across all traits 367 decreased from 0.278 to 0.113 when the number of SNPs used in the prediction models 368 dropped from 41,304 to only 10, and the reduction was especially strong when the number of 369 SNPs went below 5,000 (Additional file 10). On the other hand, no significant improvement 370 was generally seen in the average of PA when more than 5,000 SNPs were used (Additional 371 file 10, Figure 5 ). The results obtained for the different traits suggest that traits with lower 372 heritability are more sensitive to the reduction in the number of SNPs ( Figure 5 ). For instance, 373 PA for basic density (h 2 = 0.35) went from 0.47 to 0.24 (a 50% decrease) when the number of 374 SNPs dropped from 40,000 to 10, whereas CBH of age three (h 2 = 0.113) decreased from 375 0.128 to 0.03 (a 77% decrease). Overall, few and only slight significant differences were seen 376 in PAs by using SNP sets located in different genomic regions ( Figure 6 ), the average PAs 377 range from 0.270 to 0.284 (Additional file 11). Predictions using SNPs located in intergenic 378 regions were marginally better than using SNPs in genic regions or all SNPs, except for pulp 379 yield that could be better predicted based on models using SNPs from coding and gene 380 regions ( Figure 6) . When comparing the PA of models using SNPs in coding versus entire 381 gene regions, the latter had a slightly better performance, most likely due to the larger 382 number of SNPs used (30,504 vs. 11,786) and not to any specific effect of genomic location. 383
When we assessed the pairwise LD (r 2 ) amongst the SNPs in the four regions tested, the 384 extent of LD differed among them, with LD showing the most rapid decay in coding regions 385 and the slowest one in intergenic regions (Additional file 12). 386
Discussion
387
This study presents the results of an empirical evaluation of the accuracy of genomic 388 prediction of growth and wood quality traits in Eucalyptus using data from a high-density 389 SNP array. Our results are based on data from a two generations breeding population and 390 provide additional encouraging results on the prospects of using genomic prediction to 391 accelerate breeding. We have assessed a range of factors, including the statistical methods 392 used to estimate predictive ability, the size and composition of the training and validation sets 393 as well as the number and genomic locations of SNPs used in the prediction model. 394
Hereafter we will discuss how these factors influenced the prediction accuracy. 395
Genomic data corrected pedigree inconsistencies 396
All four genomic prediction methods performed significantly better than the pedigree-397 based evaluations for all complex traits assessed (Figure 3) in forest trees due to the fact that the average pairwise estimates of genetic relationship 408 among individuals were substantially lower using SNP data than expectations based on 409 pedigree information (Table 1) , clearly suggesting that the expected pedigrees, and 410 consequently the pairwise relationships, had considerable inconsistencies that were corrected 411 by the SNP data. We speculate that these inconsistencies likely derived from pollen 412 contamination and mislabelling in the process of generating the full and half-sib families. 413
Besides correcting potential pedigree errors, the relatively dense SNP data used in our study 414 also was able to accurately capture the Mendelian sampling variation within families so that 415 genetic variances estimates were based on the actual proportion of the genome that is identity 416 by descent (IBD) or state (IBS) among half-or full-sib individuals, resulting in improved 417 estimates of trait heritability (Table 2) . 418
Genomic predictions show that traits adequately fit the infinitesimal model 419
Overall, the different genomic prediction methods provided similar results for the traits 420 evaluated with only a slight advantage for RKHS showing better PAs for growth traits that 421 had lower heritability (Figure 3) although for pulp yield, RKHS instead was the worst 422 performing method. It is possible that the definition of a kernel simply was not suitable for 423 this particular trait [15] . Our results corroborate previous reports both in crops and animals 424 [16, 49, 50] , as well as in forest tree studies. In loblolly pine, for example, the performance of 425 rrBLUP and three Bayesian methods was only marginally different when compared across 17 426 traits with distinct heritabilities, with a small improvement using BayesA only for fusiform 427 rust resistance where loci of relatively larger effect have been described [43] . Similar results 428 were obtained for growth and wood traits in other forest trees studies showing no 429 performance difference between rrBLUP and Bayesian methods [45, 47, 48] . This occurs 430 despite simulation studies suggesting that Bayesian methods, like BL, should outperform 431 univariate methods such as rrBLUP and GBLUP [6, 51, 52]. One possible reason for the 432 apparent disagreement between simulations and empirical data sets is that the true QTL 433 effects for most of traits are relatively small and the distribution is less extreme than 434 simulated data [53] . Our results therefore support the proposal that either rrBLUP or GBLUP 435 are effective methods in providing the best compromise between computation time and 436 prediction efficiency [54] and that the quantitative traits assessed in our study adequately fit 437 the assumption of the infinitesimal model. 438
Training set size, composition and relatedness strongly affect predictive ability 439
Our results show that the size and the variable TS/VS compositions in terms of relatedness 440 between training and validation sets had the largest impact on the PA irrespective of the 441 analytical method used (Figure 4) . The average PA rapidly increased with increasing sizes of 442 the TS and did not show any sign of plateauing. Earlier simulations of Eucalyptus breeding 443 scenarios had in fact shown that with up to N= 1,000 individuals in the TS, the accuracy 444 would rapidly increase, and additional gains would be seen up to N= 2,000 individuals for 445 lower heritability traits, larger numbers of QTLs involved and larger effective population size 446 (N e ). After N= 2,000 the predictive accuracy would tend to plateau irrespective of the N e and 447 genotyping density [20] . Later simulations mirroring a eucalypt breeding scheme also 448 showed a considerable improvement of genomic predictions with increasing training 449 population sizes by consolidating phenotypic and genotypic data of individuals from previous 450 breeding cycles [55] . Simulations [19, 56] As expected, relatedness between TS and VS had a large impact on PAs for all traits. 457
Prediction models built under scenario CV 3 (minimized relatedness between TS and VS) 458 resulted in significantly worse predictions than in scenario CV 4 when relatedness was 459 maximized. Increasing the genetic relationships between training and selection candidates 460 effectively has the same consequence as reducing the N e such that the stronger the 461 relationship, the higher in the predictive accuracy. Our results are in line with previous 462 reports in forest trees showing that models developed for one population had limited or no 463 ability of predicting phenotypes in an unrelated one in white spruce [44, 45] and Eucalyptus 464
[4], indicating that prediction models will be population specific. With lower relationship 465 between TS and VS, the extent of LD is shorter and not stable across distantly related 466 populations and the predictive ability of genomic prediction model is reduced. Recent 467 simulations show that the accuracy of genomic prediction models decline approximately 468 linearly with increasing genetic distance between training and prediction populations [58] . 469
Increased relatedness reduce the number of independently segregating chromosome segments 470 and therefore increase the probability that chromosome segments IBD sampled in the training 471 population are also found in the selection candidates. Our results provide additional 472 experimental evidence that for successful implementation of GS the selection candidates have 473 to show a close genetic relationship to the training population. 474
PAs were considerably higher when all the G0 parents were kept in the TS (scenario CV 2 ). 475
This result could be due to two reasons. On one hand, by keeping all G0 parents in TS, we 476 had a large diversity available for training, which could explain the positive impact of G0 477 inclusion on predictions. On the other hand, it is possible that by allocating all G0 individuals 478 to the TS the positive effect we observe could strictly not be due to increased predictive 479 power of including G0 individuals but rather a way to avoid the potentially negative impact 480 of having pure species parents in the validation set in combination with G1 progeny that were 481 largely F 1 hybrids. In order to evaluate this, we estimated PA of genomic prediction models 482 by using GBLUP and RKHS, having only the 168 G0 parents for TS and randomly selected 483 168 G1 individuals in VS. To control for the effect of the strongly reduced TS size, we 484 compared this setup with random assignment of individuals to TS or VS but keeping the size 485 of each at N=168. The results showed considerably lower PAs (even zero or negative) when 486 using only pure species parents to predict G1 hybrid progeny phenotypes (Additional file 13). 487
This observation, together with the fact that PAs with scenario CV 4 (maximum relatedness 488 between TS and VS) were also generally lower than CV 2 , suggesting that the higher PAs we 489 observe for scenario CV 2 is mostly due to avoiding the negative effect of having pure species 490 parents in the VS. 491
The issue of genomic prediction in hybrid breeding has been investigated so far only within 492 species and only for domestic animals, more specifically for bovine and pig breeding in 493 which selection is carried out in pure breeds but the aim is to improve crossbred performance 494 between the two Eucalyptus species used in our study is much older, estimated at 2-5 MYA 502
[63]. Therefore, no correlation of LD phase between these two species is expected and it is 503 not surprising that training on the combined pure species sets to validate on the F 1 hybrids 504 resulted in poor PA. To the best of our knowledge, our results are the first ones to provide an 505 initial look at the issue of genomic prediction from pure species to interspecific hybrids 506 indicating that, consistent with expectations, models have to be trained in hybrids if one is to 507 predict phenotypes in hybrid selection candidates. 508
Number of SNPs is more important than SNP genomic location 509
Across all traits, no major improvement was detected in PA when more than 5,000 SNPs 510 were used (Additional file 10, Figure 5 ), although a slight increase were observed for height 511 of age three, basic density and pulp yield when using GBLUP based on 20,000 SNPs. Several 512 studies have also shown that considerably lower numbers of SNPs provided PAs equivalent 513 to those observed using all SNPs available [22, 64] . The necessary number of SNPs needed 514 for genomic prediction model depends on the extent of LD, which strictly related to N e . Our 515 results, where we achieve equivalent PAs using either all of 12-20% of the genotyped 516 markers suggests that it represents a closed breeding population with a relatively limited N e . 517
This has been a common approach in domestic animals with the intent of developing low-518 density genotyping chips to reduce genotyping costs [8] . The main advantage of using 519 reduced SNP panels is cost-effectiveness, although it is expected that using a higher density 520 of markers will be necessary to mitigate the decay of PAs over generations due to the 521 combined effect of recombination and selection on the patterns of LD [65] . It is also 522 questionable whether it will be more cost effective to have targeted low-density SNP chips 523 for specific populations or a full SNP chip that can be used across breeding populations of 524 several organizations. By having a SNP chip that will accommodate several populations the 525 cost-effectiveness and economy of scale of amassing many more samples to be genotyped 526 with the same chip will likely be much larger than the cost reduction observed by using a 527 smaller number of SNPs on each specific population. 528 SNP location also contributed to the predictive ability of genomic prediction model 529 although the effects were rather modest. PAs using SNPs in intergenic regions were slightly 530 better than using SNPs in genic regions or using all SNPs, except for pulp yield that could be 531 somewhat better predicted with SNPs in coding and gene regions ( Figure 6 ). This likely 532 represents a random sampling effect and not any specific enrichment for functional variants 533 for this trait. However, the decline of LD was slower for SNPs in intergenic regions when 534 compared to SNPs in gene and coding regions (Additional file 12) and the slightly longer 535 range of LD might help explain why using SNPs in intergenic regions provided better PAs. 536
With slower LD decay, SNPs in intergenic regions might better capture QTLs across longer 537 genomic segments than SNPs in coding regions where LD decays more rapidly. 538
Conclusions
539
Our experimental results provide further promising perspectives for the implementation of 540 genomic prediction in Eucalyptus breeding programs. Genomic predictions largely 541 outperformed the pedigree-based ones in our experiment, mainly due to the fact that our 542 expected pedigree had major inconsistencies, such that all pedigree-based estimates were 543 grossly underestimated. This unexpected result illustrated an additional advantage of using 544 SNP data and genomic prediction in breeding programs. While the main advantage of 545 genomic prediction in eucalypt breeding will likely be the reduction of the breeding cycle 546 length [4], the use of a genomic relationship matrix allowed us to obtain precise estimates of 547 genetic relationship and heritability that we would otherwise not have had access to. 548 Furthermore our results corroborated the key role of relatedness as a driver of PA, the 549 potential of using lower density SNP panels, and the fact that growth and wood traits 550 adequately fit the infinitesimal model such that GBLUP or rrBLUP represent a good 551 compromise between computation time and prediction efficiency. In contrast to previous 552 studies in Eucalyptus, we had access to both the pure species parents (E. grandis and E. 553 urophylla) and their F 1 progeny. We show that models trained on pure species parents do not 554 allow for accurate prediction in F 1 hybrids, likely due to the strong genetic divergence 555 between the two species and lack of consistent patterns of LD between the two species and 556 their hybrids. 557
Several issues remain to be investigated for the operational adoption of genomic prediction 558 in eucalypt breeding. First, how does the accuracy of genomic prediction decline over 559 successive generations of selection due to subsequent recombination? Second, how stable are 560 genomic prediction models across multiple environments and how important is it to consider 561 genotype by environment interactions in the models? Finally, we have only considered 562 additive genetic variance for building genomic prediction models in our population, but it is 563 possible and perhaps even likely that non-additive genetic effects will play an important role 564 in many breeding populations and specifically in populations consisting of early generation 565 hybrids. 566 567 568 
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